Rules on proof of work experience
or foreign language skills - 2019
(Study Qualification Rules - Studienqualifikationssatzung - 2019)
of 13 June 2019


Based on § 39 (7) of the Schleswig-Holstein Higher Education Act (HSG) in the version published on 5 February 2016 (GVOBl. Schl.-H. p.39), amended by the law of 10 February 2018 (GVOBl. Schl.-H. p. 68), after a resolution was passed by the Senate at Kiel University on 5 June 2019, the following Rules were issued:

§ 1 Evidence of qualification for study and office responsible

(1) In addition to the general university entrance qualification pursuant to the Higher Education Act and the admission requirements for a Master's degree programme in accordance with the individual examination regulations for Master's degree programmes, evidence must be provided of the work experience and foreign language skills listed in § 3.

(2) Evidence must be presented to the office responsible for recognition of coursework and examinations in accordance with the Recognition Rules.

(3) The office responsible certifies the existence of the required qualification for study. If proof of work experience or foreign language skills has to be provided upon registration, certification thereof is given on a form provided by Student Admission and Registry (Studierendenservice) for presentation upon registration.

§ 2 Time of provision of proof

Evidence of the qualifications listed in § 3 must be provided upon registration, unless stipulated otherwise in § 3.

§ 3 Required qualifications

The following qualifications are required in the individual degree programmes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agrarwissenschaften Bachelor of Science</th>
<th>Three-month work experience placement, proof of which is to be provided by the day of application for admission to the Bachelor's thesis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agrarwissenschaften Master of Science</td>
<td>Evidence of sufficient English skills at Level B2, to be evidenced by - at least 5 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or - by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| AgriGenomics Master of Science         | Sufficient English skills:  
- IELTS: overall score of 6.5 (with at least 6.0 in each of the four components) or  
- TOEFL® ITP (paper-based test): overall score of 580 with a Test of Written English score of 5.5 or |

Date: 22.04.2022
Graduates of the Bachelor's degree programme at Kiel University which this Master's degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.

TOEFL® iBT (Internet-based test): overall score of 90 with component scores of at least 20 points or
Cambridge Certificate of Advanced English (CAE): grade A or
Cambridge Certificate for Proficiency in English (CPE): grade B or
For applicants with a German university entrance qualification (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) an evaluation in the examination subject English in the Abitur of at least 11 points or the grade 2.0
Evidence of a 6-month stay in an English-speaking country with professional relevance to the course of study

Anglistik/Nordamerikanistik (English and North American Studies)
Bachelor of Arts
Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English (Grades A, B, C) or
Cambridge Certificate of Advanced English (Grade A) or
IELTS (International English Language Testing System - Academic Version!) Total score 6.5, but with no partial score of less than 6 or
TOEFL®iBT (Internet-based test): 90 points or
a language test taken at the Institute of English Studies, passed with at least 75% of the maximum number of points in each section (listening comprehension, reading comprehension, grammar). The test may not be more than 18 months old at the time of registration.

Anglistik/Nordamerikanistik (English and North American Studies)
Master of Arts *)
Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English (Grades A, B) or
Cambridge Certificate of Advanced English (Grade A) or
IELTS (International English Language Testing System - Academic Version!) Total score 8, but with no partial score of less than 7.5 or
TOEFL®iBT (Internet-based test): 100 points

Betriebswirtschaftslehre (Business Studies)
Master of Science
Good reading skills (C1 according to CEF) in the English language, as evidenced by a secondary school report (at least four years of schooling, with a final grade of at least satisfactory (07)) or
- TOEFL® ITP (paper-based test): 550 points or a comparable test, or
- completion of an English-language Bachelor's degree programme

Biological Oceanography
Master of Science
Sufficient English skills:
- TOEFL® ITP (paper-based test): 580 points or
- TOEFL® iBT (Internet-based test): 90 points or
- IELTS 6.5 (no part scoring under 6.0) or
- Cambridge Certificate of Advanced English (CAE): grade A or
- Cambridge Certificate for Proficiency in English (CPE): grade B or
- Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) Level: C1 or
- completion of an English-language Bachelor's degree programme
- an equivalent test

Climate Physics: Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Master of Science (as from the winter semester 2020/21)
A sufficient knowledge of English at Level C1 (CEFR: Common European Framework of Reference for Languages), to be evidenced by:
- TOEFL® iBT (Internet-based test): at least 95 points or
- IELTS at least Band 7 or
- Cambridge Certificate of Advanced English (CAE): grade A or
- Cambridge English C2 Proficiency: Level C1 Advanced or
- comparable test or
- completion of an English-language Bachelor's degree programme

Dänisch (Danish)
Bachelor of Arts
Danish skills at Level A2 no later than the start of the Danish S3 language course, to be evidenced by at least 3 years of Danish at basic level (basic course level) or by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level A2. The language skills are not required at the time of registration but can be acquired during the course of the degree programme.

Dänisch (Danish)
Active command (written and spoken) of Danish, good ability to read Norwegian and Swedish, both at least equivalent to category C1 of the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Dairy Science Master of Science**<br>(as from the winter semester 2020/21) | Sufficient English skills:  
- IELTS: overall score of 6.5 (with at least 6.0 in each of the four components) or  
- TOEFL® ITP (paper-based test): overall score of 580 with a Test of Written English score of 5.5 or  
- TOEFL® iBT (Internet-based test): overall score of 90 with component scores of at least 20 points or  
- Cambridge Certificate of Advanced English (CAE): grade A or  
- Cambridge Certificate for Proficiency in English (CPE): grade B or  
- For candidates with a German certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB), a final result in the Abitur examination subject English of at least 11 points or the grade 2.0 |
| **Economics Master of Science** |  
- Good reading skills (C1 according to CEF) in the English language, as evidenced by a secondary school report (at least four years of schooling, with a final grade of at least satisfactory (07)) or  
- TOEFL® ITP (paper-based test): 550 points or a comparable test, or  
- completion of a Bachelor's degree in English |
| **Electrical and Information Engineering Master of Science (*)** | Sufficient English skills, evidenced by a score of at least 145 on the Verbal Reasoning section of a GRE®revised General Test. |
| **Electric Vehicle Propulsion and Control (E-PiCo) Master of Science** | Evidence of sufficient English skills at Level B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) (e.g. TOEFL (points: 220 CBT, 550 PBT, 80 iBT or higher), Cambridge First Certificate English Test (Level B or higher), IELTS (6.5 points or higher), TOEIC (800 points or higher) or an equivalent English test. A successfully completed degree programme taught in English will also be accepted as evidence that at least Level B2 has been achieved. No evidence is required from English native speakers. (Further evidence of these language skills tested at the École Centrale de Nantes by the joint committee upon admission to the first semester is not required.) |
| **Elektrotechnik und Informationstechnik (Electrical and Information Technology) Bachelor of Science** | Evidence of sufficient English skills at Level B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). Evidence is to be provided in the form of a secondary school qualification that proves at least five years of English at basic course level, or by comparable certificates for Level B2. Evidence must be provided by the end of the third semester at the latest. |
| **English (English Studies) Master of Education (*)**<br>**English and American Literatures, Cultures and Media Master of Arts (Studies in Business Education (Profil Wirtschaftspädagogik)) (*)** |  
- Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English (Grades A, B) or  
- Cambridge Certificate of Advanced English (Grade A) or  
- IELTS (International English Language Testing System - Academic Version!) Total score 8, but with no partial score of less than 7.5 or  
- TOEFL® iBT (Internet-based test): 100 points |
| **Environmental and Resource Economics Master of Science** |  
- Good reading skills (C1 according to CEF) in the English language, as evidenced by a secondary school report (at least four years of schooling, with a final grade of at least satisfactory (07)) or  
- TOEFL® ITP (paper-based test): 550 points or a comparable test, or  
- completion of an English-language Bachelor's degree programme |
| **Environmental Management Master of Science** | Sufficient English skills:  
- IELTS: overall score of 7.0 or  
- TOEFL® iBT (Internet-based test): overall score of 95. |
| **Ernährungs- und** | Evidence of sufficient English skills at Level B2, to be evidenced by |

*) Graduates of the Bachelor's degree programme at Kiel University which this Master's degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verbraucherökonomie (Nutritional and Consumer Economics) Master of Science</td>
<td>- at least 5 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europäische Ethnologie/ Volkskunde (European Ethnology/ Cultural Anthropology) Bachelor of Arts (70 ECTS)</td>
<td>Good reading skills (B2) in English, as evidenced by a secondary school report (at least five years of schooling) as well as reading skills (B1) in a Romance, Scandinavian, Slavic or Finno-Ugric language, as evidenced by schooling (at least two years of schooling). The reading skills (B2) and (B1) can also be substantiated by relevant certificates acquired outside of school or university. In principle, the language skills must be substantiated upon registration. Upon request, evidence of reading skills (B1) in the Romance, Scandinavian, Slavic or Finno-Ugric language can be provided by attending two language courses (Beginner and Advanced I) at the university in parallel to studies. In this case, the evidence must be provided by the end of the 3rd semester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europäische Ethnologie/ Volkskunde (European Ethnology/ Cultural Anthropology) Master of Arts (45 ECTS) *)</td>
<td>Good reading skills (B2) in English, as evidenced by a secondary school report (at least five years of schooling) as well as reading comprehension (B1) in a Romance, Scandinavian, Slavic or Finno-Ugric language, as evidenced by schooling (at least two years of schooling) or by attending two language courses (Beginner and Advanced I) at the university or by relevant certificates acquired outside of school or university. The language skills must be substantiated upon registration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Evangelische Religionslehre (Protestant Religious Studies) Bachelor of Arts | • Latin skills to the level of the KMK-Latinum (Intermediate Latin Certificate)¹, to be substantiated upon registration for the course EvRel-BA-KG-S (according to the study plan in the 4th semester)  
• Greek skills to the level of the KMK-Graecum (Intermediate Greek Certificate)¹, to be substantiated upon registration for the course EvRel-BA-NT-S (according to the study plan in the 5th semester) as well as upon registration for the course EvRel-BA-AT-S (according to the study plan in the 6th semester) |
| Evangelische Religionslehre (Protestant Religious Studies) Master of Arts *) | • Latin skills to the level of the KMK-Latinum (Intermediate Latin Certificate)¹  
• Greek skills to the level of the KMK-Graecum (Intermediate Greek Certificate) |
| Evangelische Religionslehre (Protestant Religious Studies) Master of Education *) Master of Arts (Studies in Business Education (Profil Wirtschaftspädagogik)) *) | • Latin skills to the level of the KMK-Latinum (Intermediate Latin Certificate)¹, to be substantiated upon registration for the sub-module DKA-KG1-S (according to the study plan in the 2nd semester)  
• Greek skills to the level of the KMK-Graecum (Intermediate Latin Certificate)¹, to be substantiated upon registration to for sub-module DKA-NT1-S (according to the study plan in the 3rd semester), as well as upon registration for the sub-module DKA-AT1-S (scheduled in the 4th semester)  
• Hebrew skills to the level of the Hebraicum (Hebrew Certificate)², to be substantiated upon registration for the sub-module DKA-AT1-S (according to the study plan in the 4th semester)  
Evidence of skills in all three languages is required for admission to the module “Basic Theology - Repetition and Deepening”. |
| Finanzmathematik (Mathematical Finance) Master of Science | - Good reading skills (C1 according to CEF) in the English language, as evidenced by a secondary school report (at least four years of schooling, with a final grade of at least satisfactory (07)) or - TOEFL® ITP (paper-based test): 550 points or a comparable test, or - completion of an English-language Bachelor's degree programme |
| Französische Philologie (French Studies) Bachelor of Arts | - Latin skills:  
  o 2 years of Latin at school (final grade of at least “sufficient”) or  
  o the Basic Latin Certificate  
  o 2 successfully completed Latin grammar courses (Latin I and Latin II) at the Institute of Classics |

*) Graduates of the Bachelor’s degree programme at Kiel University which this Master’s degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.
Evidence of Latin skills must be provided at the start of the 2nd year of study.

Subject-specific language skills to be evidenced by:
- an Abitur (equivalent to A-level) examination grade of at least 12 points in French or
- an average grade of 11 points, determined from the four half-year grades of the qualification phase in French or
- a pass in an equivalent test requiring knowledge corresponding to the school performance listed above, to be taken at the Institute of Romance Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>French:</td>
<td>Intermediate Latin Certificate^1 is an admission requirement for the advanced modules (from 4th sem.); exception: Students with the partial degree programme in Economics and Business (Studies in Business Education (Profil Wirtschaftspädagogik)) do not require any Latin skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other languages:</td>
<td>Ability to read in one modern language (other than English) is a mandatory admission requirement for the advanced modules (from 4th sem.). Choice of French, Italian, Spanish, Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, Russian, Polish, Czech, Slovakian, Classical Arabic, which was studied for at least three years in school and received a grade of at least “satisfactory” (8 points). Alternatively: successful completion of a two-hour translation examination held by the Institute of History.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Focus on “Ancient History” or “Medieval History”:
- Intermediate Latin Certificate^1; ability to read in one modern language (other than English) (see History, Bachelor of Arts)

Focus on “Recent History”:
- Ability to read in one modern language (other than English) (see History, Bachelor of Arts)

Focus on “Eastern European History”:
- Ability to read in one Eastern European language (Russian, Polish, Slovakian, Czech)

Focus on the “History of Schleswig-Holstein and Northern Europe”:
- Intermediate Latin Certificate^1; ability to read in one Northern European language (Danish, Swedish, Norwegian)

Subsequent evidence of the Intermediate Latin Certificate or ability to read in the modern language for Bachelor’s students at Kiel University with the partial degree course in Economics and Business (Studies in Business Education (Profil Wirtschaftspädagogik)) as well as for Bachelor’s students of other universities:
1. Bachelor graduates without a KMK-Latinum (Intermediate Latin Certificate) may provide evidence by the end of the first Master’s semester if the student selects the option “Schleswig-Holstein and Northern Europe” and attends the Modern Age in-depth module in the 1st semester.
2. Bachelor graduates without relevant knowledge of modern languages may provide evidence by the end of the first Master’s semester. Subsequent evidence can be provided by passing an examination held by the Institute of History during the course of the first MA semester.

*) Graduates of the Bachelor’s degree programme at Kiel University which this Master’s degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.
3. If evidence is not provided on time, the student loses the access authorisation to this Master's degree programme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Field</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geschichte (History) Master of Education *)</td>
<td>KMK-Latin (Intermediate Latin Certificate): ability to read in one modern language (other than English) (see History, Bachelor of Arts) Subsequent evidence of the Intermediate Latin Certificate or the ability to read in the modern language for Bachelor graduates of other universities within the first semester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geschichte (History) Master of Arts (Studies in Business Education (Profil Wirtschaftspädagogik)) *)</td>
<td>Ability to read in a modern language (other than English) Subsequent evidence of the ability to read in the modern language for Bachelor graduates of other universities within the first semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griechische Philologie (Greek Philology) Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>Evidence of the Qualification in Greek and the Latin Proficiency Certificate. Evidence of the Qualification in Greek must be provided by the time of registration for the module “Greek Prose 2” (3rd semester), evidence of the Latin Proficiency Certificate by the time of registration for the module “Culture of the Ancient World 2” (5th semester). Registration in the 1st semester can take place without relevant evidence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Informatik (Computer Science) Bachelor of Science (1-subject and 2-subject degree programmes) | English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by  
  • at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or  
  • relevant evidence of language skills at Level B1 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). |
| Informatik (Computer Science) Master of Science *) (1-subject and 2-subject degree programmes) | The modules of the Master’s degree programme are taught in German or English and purely German-language and English-language Master’s programmes are offered in which all modules are taught and examined in German or English as applicable. For admission, language skills must be substantiated accordingly in line with one of the two following rules – A for German-language Master’s programmes, or B for English-language Master’s programmes:  
  A) German is the candidate's native language, the candidate has obtained a German university entrance qualification or German Bachelor's degree, or German language skills have been evidenced corresponding with the "Deutsche Sprachprüfung für den Hochschulzugang (DSH)" (German language proficiency test for university entrance) following general regulations in accordance with the resolution of the German Rectors' Conference (HRK) of 8 June 2004 and the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs of the Länder in the Federal Republic of Germany (Kultusministerkonferenz/KMK) of 25 June 2004, in the version of the resolution of HRK / KMK of 3 May 2011 / 17 November 2011.  
  English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by  
  1. at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or  
  2. relevant evidence of language skills at Level B1 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).  
  B) English skills, evidenced by a result of at least 145 points in the "Verbal Reasoning" section of a GRE® revised General Test. |
| Interkulturelle Studien: Polen und Deutsche in Europa (Intercultural Studies: Poles and Germans within Europe) Master of Arts | If the candidate is not a native speaker or if the preceding Bachelor’s degree programme was already completed in this language: Polish (category A2 of the European Framework of Reference), to be substantiated by |
Graduates of the Bachelor's degree programme at Kiel University which this Master's degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Programme</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Interkulturelle Studien: Russland und Deutschland transregional (Intercultural Studies: Russia and Germany transregional) Master of Arts | - a school report from a Polish school (at least four years of schooling in Polish) or  
- certification of having successfully completed Polish language courses totalling at least 180 teaching hours (of 45 min., e.g. in language courses at a university or an adult education centre) or  
- successful completion of a language test taken at the Institute of Slavic Studies. |
| Internationale Politik und Internationales Recht (International Politics and International Law) Master of Arts | If the candidate is not a native speaker or if the preceding Bachelor’s degree programme was already completed in this language: Russian (category B1 of the European Framework of Reference), to be substantiated by  
- a school report from a Russian school (at least four years of schooling in Russian) or  
- certification of having successfully completed Russian language courses totalling at least 180 teaching hours (of 45 min., e.g. in language courses at a university or an adult education centre) or  
- successful completion of a language test taken at the Institute of Slavic Studies. |
| International Master of Applied Ecology Master of Science | If the native language is not English, a sufficient knowledge of English must be substantiated in the following form:  
- IELTS: overall score of 6.5 or  
- TOEFL® iBT (Internet-based test): overall score of 92 or  
- TOEFL® iBT (paper-based test): overall score of 580 or  
- relevant certificates that provide evidence of Level C1 or C2 in accordance with the Council of Europe's Common European Framework (CEF). (Further evidence of these language skills tested at the University of Coimbra by the joint committee upon admission to the 1st semester is not required.) |
| International vergleichende Soziologie (International Comparative Sociology) Master of Arts *) | - English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by  
  - at least 3 years of English at basic level or  
  - by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B1 |
| Islamwissenschaft (Islamic Studies) Bachelor of Arts | Ability to read in English at least at Level B2 (CEF), to be substantiated upon registration  
- by passing an internationally recognised examination in English (TOEFL, IELTS, etc.), which provides evidence of the relevant language level (TOEFL® iBT (Internet-based test): 87 points, IELTS (at least 5.0 points) or  
- by a school report (at least 6 years of schooling, final grade of at least satisfactory (8 points)). |
| Italienische Philologie (Italian Studies) Bachelor of Arts | - Latin skills:  
  - 2 years of Latin at school (final grade at least "sufficient") or  
  - the Basic Latin Certificate or  
  - 2 successfully completed Latin grammar courses (Latin I and Latin II) at the Institute of Classics  
  Evidence of Latin skills must be provided at the start of the 2nd year of study.  
- Subject-specific language skills: No previous knowledge of Italian is required. |

*) Graduates of the Bachelor’s degree programme at Kiel University which this Master’s degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree Program</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Evidence of the Intermediate Latin Certificate must be provided at the start of the 2nd year of study.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Klassische Archäologie (Classical Archaeology) Master of Arts (120 LP) *) | - KMK-Latinum¹ (= so-called Intermediate Latin Certificate);  
- English at level B1 (to be proven by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or other proof of language skills at level B1); 
- Reading ability in another modern foreign language (optionally French, Italian, Spanish, Turkish, Modern Greek) at level A2 (to be proven by a German HZB or other proof of language proficiency at level A2). Upon application, other forms of proof of language proficiency can also be recognised. The subject examination board decides on this. |
| Klassische Archäologie (Classical Archaeology) Bachelor of Arts (70 ECTS) | - KMK-Latinum¹ (= so-called Intermediate Latin Certificate), to be proven, if possible, before commencement of the degree programme, at the latest by the beginning of module H;  
- English at level B1 (to be proven by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or other proof of language skills at level B1); reading ability in another modern foreign language (optionally French, Italian, Spanish, Turkish, Modern Greek) at level A2 (to be proven by a German HZB or other proof of language proficiency at level A2). Upon application, other forms of proof of language proficiency can also be recognised. The subject examination board decides on this. |
| Klassische Archäologie (Classical Archaeology) Master of Arts (45 ECTS) *) | - KMK-Latinum¹ (= so-called Intermediate Latin Certificate);  
- English at level B1 (to be proven by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or other proof of language skills at level B1); 
- Reading ability in another modern foreign language (optionally French, Italian, Spanish, Turkish, Modern Greek) at level A2 (to be proven by a German HZB or other proof of language proficiency at level A2). Upon application, other forms of proof of language proficiency can also be recognised. The subject examination board decides on this. |
| Kunstgeschichte (History of Arts) Bachelor of Arts | Before the 4th semester, at the latest before the 5th semester, students must provide evidence of language skills. This includes:  
- Basic Latin Certificate (Kleines Latinum)  
  In exceptional cases, the Basic Latin Certificate can be replaced by evidence of the Qualification in Greek or Hebrew, provided this can be substantiated by a thematic focus in the degree programme. The Examination Board shall decide on exceptions.  
- English skills (= 4 years of schooling; grade: at least "sufficient"; in accordance with CEF – DIALANG = reading/writing/listening comprehension B2)  
- Ability to read in a second foreign language other than English (in accordance with CEF – DIALANG = reading B1/writing A1-A2/listening comprehension B1) |
| Kunstgeschichte (History of Arts) Master of Arts *) | - English skills (= 4 years of schooling; grade: at least "sufficient"; in accordance with CEF – DIALANG = reading/writing/listening comprehension B2)  
- Ability to read in a second foreign language other than English (in accordance with CEF – DIALANG = reading B1/writing A1-A2/listening comprehension B1) |

*) Graduates of the Bachelor’s degree programme at Kiel University which this Master’s degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study/Programme</th>
<th>Required Qualifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lateinische Philologie (Latin Philology) Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>KMK-Latinum¹ (= so-called Intermediate Latin Certificate); Latin Proficiency Certificate; the Latin Proficiency Certificate can be made up until the start of the 2nd semester Qualification in Greek; if the Qualification in Greek is not present before commencing studies, it can be submitted up until the start of the 5th semester. The Qualification in Greek can be obtained by taking special courses at Kiel University during the lecture-free period (without recognition of ECTS credit points).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Marine Geosciences Master of Science | Sufficient English skills at Level B2, to be substantiated by:  
- completion of an English-language Bachelor's degree programme  
- TOEFL® ITP (paper-based test): 567 points or  
- TOEFL® iBT (Internet-based test): 87 points or  
- a comparable examination. Certificates issued by German universities that testify to sufficient English skills at Level B2 will also be accepted as a comparable examination. |
| Materialwissenschaft (Materials Science and Engineering) Bachelor of Science | Evidence of sufficient English skills at Level B1 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) must be provided. This evidence must be provided in the form of secondary school qualifications or comparable certificates at the latest by the start of the 4th semester. |
| Materials Science and Business Administration Master of Science | If English is not the candidate's native language or the candidate has not obtained an English university entrance qualification or English Bachelor's degree, evidence must be provided of English language skills corresponding with level B2 under the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). |
| Materials Science and Engineering Master of Science | If English is not the candidate's native language or the candidate has not obtained an English university entrance qualification or English Bachelor's degree, evidence must be provided of English language skills corresponding with level B2 under the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). |
| Medical Life Sciences Master of Science | English skills in accordance with the European Framework of Reference of at least Level C1: skills are to be substantiated by a successfully completed language test in accordance with § 4 (3) of the degree-specific examination regulations for Medical Life Sciences of 16 February 2012. |
| Migration und Diversität (Migration and Diversity) Master of Arts | Ability to read Arabic (B2) or Persian (B1) or Turkish (B1) or Russian (A2) or Polish (A2). The required language skills can be subsequently obtained by attending the language modules SPRA3 (Arabic), SPRA4a (Persian), SPRA4b (Turkish) of the degree-specific examination regulations for Islamic Studies or Russian 1 and 2 or Polish 1 and 2 of the degree-specific examination regulations for Slavonic Philology parallel to studies; evidence of skills needs to be provided by the start of the module Va a, Va p, Va t or Vb. |
| Molecular Biology and Evolution Master of Science | Evidence of sufficient English skills:  
- TOEFL® ITP (paper-based test): 580 points or  
- TOEFL® iBT (Internet-based test): 90 points or  
- IELTS 6.5 (no part scoring under 6.0) or  
- Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English or  
- comparable test or  
- evidence of at least 8 academic years of English language lessons in lower and upper secondary education (German applicants) or  
- evidence of a 6-month stay in an English-speaking country (school or university) |
| Musikwissenschaft (Musicology) Bachelor of Arts | English skills at Level B2, to be substantiated by the end of the fourth semester at the latest by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no HZB exists, to be substantiated by |

¹) Graduates of the Bachelor's degree programme at Kiel University which this Master's degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.

Date: 22.04.2022
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physik (Physics)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Bachelor of Science <em>(1-subject degree programme)</em>&lt;br&gt;Bachelor of Arts/Science <em>(2-subject degree programme)</em> <em>(as from the summer semester 2020)</em></td>
<td>- at least 5 years of English at basic level or&lt;br&gt;- by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physik (Physics)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Master of Science *) <em>(1-subject degree programme)</em>&lt;br&gt;Master of Education *) <em>(2-subject degree programme)</em> <em>(as from the summer semester 2020)</em></td>
<td>English skills at Level B1 of the European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR), to be substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no HZB exists, to be substantiated by at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B1. Evidence must be provided at the latest by the end of the third semester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physik des Erdsystems (Physics of the Earth System)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by&lt;br&gt;- at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or&lt;br&gt;- by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Politikwissenschaft (Political Science)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>- English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by&lt;br&gt;- at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or&lt;br&gt;- by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Politikwissenschaft (Political Science)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Master of Arts *)</td>
<td>- English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by&lt;br&gt;- at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or&lt;br&gt;- by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Portugiesische Philologie (Portuguese Studies)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>- Latin skills:&lt;br&gt;  - 2 years of Latin at school (final grade of at least “sufficient”) or&lt;br&gt;  - the Basic Latin Certificate or&lt;br&gt;  - 2 successfully completed Latin grammar courses (Latin I and Latin II) at the Institute of Classics&lt;br&gt;  Evidence of Latin skills must be provided at the start of the 2nd year of study.&lt;br&gt;- Subject-specific language skills:&lt;br&gt;  No previous knowledge of Portuguese is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prähistorische und Historische Archäologie (Prehistoric and Historic Archaeology)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by&lt;br&gt;- at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or&lt;br&gt;- relevant evidence of language skills at Level B1 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Prähistorische und Historische Archäologie (Prehistoric and Historic Archaeology)**<br>Master of Arts*) and Master of Science*) | English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by<br>- at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or

*) Graduates of the Bachelor’s degree programme at Kiel University which this Master’s degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree Program</th>
<th>Language Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Praktische Philosophie der Wirtschaft und Umwelt</td>
<td>Relevant evidence of language skills at Level B1 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| (Philosophy of Economics and Environmental Ethics)| English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by:
  - at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or
  - by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B1 |
| Master of Arts                                   |                                                                                       |
| Quantitative Economics                           | Good reading skills (C1 according to CEF) in the English language, as evidenced by a secondary school report (at least four years of schooling, with a final grade of at least satisfactory (07)) or
  - TOEFL® ITP (paper-based test): 550 points or a comparable test, or
  - completion of an English-language Bachelor's degree programme |
| Master of Science                                |                                                                                       |
| Quantitative Finance                             | Good reading skills (C1 according to CEF) in the English language, as evidenced by a secondary school report (at least four years of schooling, with a final grade of at least satisfactory (07)) or
  - TOEFL® ITP (paper-based test): 550 points or a comparable test, or
  - completion of an English-language Bachelor's degree programme |
| Master of Science                                |                                                                                       |
| Romanische Philologie (Two language model)       | Latin skills:
  - KMK-Latinum¹ (= so-called Intermediate Latin Certificate)
    Evidence of the Intermediate Latin Certificate must be provided at the start of the 2nd year of study. |
| Master of Arts (90 ECTS)                         |                                                                                       |
| Romanische Philologie (One language model)       | Latin skills:
  - KMK-Latinum¹ (= so-called Intermediate Latin Certificate)
    Evidence of the Intermediate Latin Certificate must be provided at the start of the 2nd year of study. |
| Master of Arts (45 ECTS)                         |                                                                                       |
| Skandinavistik (Scandinavian Studies)            | Active command (written and spoken) of one of the Scandinavian languages Danish, Icelandic, Norwegian or Swedish, good ability to read Danish, Norwegian and Swedish, both at least at Level C1 (in Icelandic at least B2) of the Council of Europe’s “Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: learning, teaching, assessment” |
| Master of Arts *)                                 |                                                                                       |
| Slavische Philologie (Slavonic Philology)        | Sufficient reading skills in English. If evidence of this cannot be provided upon commencing the degree programme (comprising four years of English at school or in accordance with the Framework of References CEF (B1)), it must be made up by the end of module LW 1 (3rd semester). |
| Bachelor of Arts                                 |                                                                                       |
| Soziologie (Sociology)                           | English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by:
  - at least 3 years of English at basic level or
  - by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B1 |
| Bachelor of Arts                                 |                                                                                       |
| Spanische Philologie (Hispanic Studies)          | Latin skills:
  - 2 years of Latin at school (final grade at least “sufficient”) or
  - the Basic Latin Certificate or
  - 2 successfully completed Latin grammar courses (Latin I and Latin II) at the Institute of Classics.
    Evidence of Latin skills must be provided at the start of the 2nd year of study.
  - Subject-specific language skills to be evidenced by:
    - an Abitur (equivalent to A-level) examination grade of at least 12 points in Spanish or
    - an average grade of 11 points, determined from the four half-year grades of the qualification phase in Spanish or
    - a pass in an equivalent test requiring knowledge corresponding to the school performance listed above, to be taken at the Institute of Romance Studies |
| Bachelor of Arts                                 |                                                                                       |

*) Graduates of the Bachelor’s degree programme at Kiel University which this Master’s degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.

Date: 22.04.2022
## Spanisch  
(Hispanic Studies)  
Master of Education  
Master of Arts  
(*Studies in Business Education (Profil Wirtschaftspädagogik]*)
- Latin skills:  
  KMK-Latinum¹ (= so-called Intermediate Latin Certificate)  
  Evidence of the Intermediate Latin Certificate must be provided at the start of the 2nd year of study.

## Sprache und Variation  
(Language and Variation)  
Master of Arts
- English skills at Level B2, to be substantiated by  
  o at least 5 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or  
  o by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B2

## Stadt- und Regionalentwicklung  
(Urban and Regional Development)  
Master of Science
Evidence of sufficient English skills at Level B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR), proven by  
- at least five years of English at basic level (basic course level) or  
- completion of a Bachelor's degree in English or  
- Cambridge Certificate: First Certificate in English (FCE) or  
- IELTS: 5.0 to 6.5 or  
- TOEFL®, 72 to 94 or  
- other relevant evidence and certificates.

## Sustainability, Society and the Environment  
Master of Science
Evidence of sufficient English skills:
- IELTS (overall score of 7.5) or  
- TOEFL® iBT (Internet-based test, overall score of 110) or  
- Certificate of Proficiency in English of the English Department at Kiel University with C1 level in all four categories (1. listening; 2. speaking; 3. reading/grammar; 4. writing).

## Türkisch  
(Turkish Studies)  
Complementary subject
Turkish skills at Level C, to be substantiated by  
- mock written exam and oral examination at the Institute of Oriental Studies  
  or  
- external evidence of language skills (e.g. telc C1, certificate TÖMER C2, university degree in the subjects Turkish, Turkish Literature, Turkish Studies)

## Umweltgeographie und -management  
(Environmental Geography and Management)  
Master of Science
Evidence of sufficient English skills at Level B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR), proven by  
- at least five years of English at basic level (basic course level) or  
- completion of a Bachelor's degree in English or  
- Cambridge Certificate: First Certificate in English (FCE) or  
- IELTS: 5.0 to 6.5 or  
- TOEFL®, 72 to 94 or  
- other relevant evidence and certificates.

## Vergleichende Slavistik  
(Slavonic Comparative Studies)  
Master of Arts
Evidence of the ability to read English must be provided no later than 2 weeks after the start of the semester at the Institute of Slavic Studies.

## Wirtschaftsinformatik  
(Business Information Technology)  
Bachelor of Science
English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by  
- at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or  
- relevant evidence of language skills at Level B1 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).

## Wirtschaftsinformatik  
(Business Information Technology)  
Master of Science
English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by  
- at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or  
- relevant evidence of language skills at Level B1 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).

## Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen
Evidence of sufficient English skills at Level B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). Evidence is

---

¹) Graduates of the Bachelor’s degree programme at Kiel University which this Master’s degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.

Date: 22.04.2022
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programmes</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elektrotechnik und Informationstechnik</td>
<td>to be provided in the form of a secondary school qualification that proves at least five years of English at basic course level, or by comparable certificates for Level B2. Evidence must be provided by the end of the third semester at the latest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen Elektrotechnik und Informationstechnik</td>
<td>Evidence of sufficient English skills at Level B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR), (e.g. at least TOEFL® IBT: 72 points, Cambridge Proficiency, Oxford Higher Certificate, International Certificate Conference ICC Stage 3 (Technical) or IELTS: 6.0 points)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen Materialwissenschaft</td>
<td>Evidence of sufficient English skills at Level B1 of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) must be provided. This must be shown in the form of secondary school qualifications or comparable certificates, at the latest by the start of the 4th semester.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Wirtschaft/Politik (Economics/Politics)         | • English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by  
| Bachelor of Arts                                |  o at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or  
|                                                |  o by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B1                  |
| Wirtschaft/Politik (Economics / Politics)       | • English skills at Level B1, substantiated by a German general certificate of qualification for admission to higher education (Hochschulzugangsberechtigung - HZB) or, if no German HZB is present, to be evidenced by  
| Master of Education *)                          |  o at least 3 years of English at basic level (basic course level) or  
|                                                |  o by corresponding evidence of language skills at Level B1                  |

1 The terms “Intermediate Latin Certificate” and “Intermediate Greek Certificate” used in these Rules refer to the agreement on the Latinum and Graecum (decision by the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs of 22 September 2005).

2 In accordance with the regulations of the Faculty of Theology (Rules) for the examination in Hebrew (Hebraicum) of 29 July 1977.

§ 4 Exceptions

The office mentioned in § 1 (2) may permit evidence of the qualifications stated in § 3 to be provided at a later date or not at all, provided that this proves unnecessary as a result of

1. recognition of study qualifications, coursework and examinations obtained or performed at other universities or in other degree programmes or
2. the subject or compulsory elective subjects selected by the student in accordance with the examination regulations.

§ 5 Type of evidence

Unless stipulated otherwise in § 3, skills can be substantiated in particular by

1. school report from the relevant school classes with a grade of at least “sufficient”,
2. certificates from the offices tasked with conducting the complementary examinations by the relevant Federal State,
3. language tests and other tests by the university; language tests by other institutions can be recognised,
4. individual review.

§ 6
Entry into force, expiry

(1) These Rules enter into force on 1 September 2019 and apply for the first time to students registered for the winter semester 2019/20. In deviation from this, the Rules for the 1-subject and 2-subject degree programmes in Physics apply for the first time to students registered for the summer semester 2020.

(2) At the same time, the Rules on proof of work experience or foreign language skills (Study Qualification Rules - Studienqualifikationssatzung) of 10 September 2008 (NBl. MWV Schl.-H., p. 170), most recently amended by statute of 13 February 2019 (NBl. HS MBWK Schl.-H., p. 13), cease to be in force.

Kiel, 13 June 2019

Professor Dr Lutz Kipp
President
at Kiel University
Article 2 of the amendment of 12 July 2019
These Rules enter into force on 1 October 2019.  
The amendments in Article 1 (2) and (3) apply as of the winter semester 2020/21.  
(Note: Section 1 (2) and (3) amends the regulations for the degree programmes  
- Climate Physics: Meteorology and Physical Oceanography M.Sc.  
- Dairy Science M.Sc.)

Article 2 of the amendment of 14 November 2019
These Rules enter into force on the day after the date they are published and will be applicable in the summer semester 2020 for the first time.

Article 2 of the amendment of 14 February 2020
These Rules enter into force on the day after the date they are published and apply for the first time  
1. to the degree programme English and North American Studies Bachelor of Arts for the summer semester 2020 and  
2. to the degree programmes  
   a. International Master of Applied Ecology Master of Science,  
   b. Electric Vehicle Propulsion and Control (E-PiCo) Master of Science,  
   c. Environmental Management Master of Science,  
   d. Computer Science – Master of Science (1-subject and 2-subject degree programmes)  
   and  
   e. Sustainability, Society and the Environment Master of Science  
   for the winter semester 2020/21.

Article 2 of the amendment of 28 May 2020
These Rules enter into force on the day after the date they are published and will be applicable in the winter semester 2020/21 for the first time.

Article 2 of the amendment of 20 July 2020
These Rules enter into force on the day after the date they are published and apply for the first time to students who begin their studies in the winter semester 2020/2021.

Article 2 of the amendment of 20 November 2020
These Rules enter into force on the day after the date they are published and apply for the first time to students who begin their studies in the winter semester 2021/2022.

Article 2 of the amendment of 15 July 2021
These Rules enter into force on the day after the date they are published. The changes in Article 1, number 3 enter into force from the summer semester 2022, the changes in Article 1, numbers 1, 2, and 4 enter into force from the winter semester 2022/23.  
(Note:  
Article 1, no. 3 changes the rules for the courses of study:  
- Classical Archaeology, Master of Arts (120 LP)  
- Classical Archaeology, Bachelor of Arts (70 LP)  
- Classical Archaeology, Master of Arts (45 LP)  
Article 1, no. 1, 2 und 4 changes the rules for the courses of study  
- Electrical and Information Engineering, Master of Science  
- Electrical and Information Technology Bachelor of Science  
- Electrical Engineering, Information Technology and Business Management, Bachelor of Science)

*) Graduates of the Bachelor’s degree programme at Kiel University which this Master’s degree programme builds on, and for which the necessary requirements here were already met, do not need to demonstrate that they meet the requirements again.